Tour of the Sir Duncan Rice Library: Subject Floor
Floor Layout & Borrowing
Floors & Subject Directory

The Library collection is organized following the Dewey Decimal Classification system.

Running from 000-999, each Subject Floor contains specific resources for a range of academic disciplines:

- **000-299**: Information Science, Psychology, Philosophy and Religion (Floor 7)
- **300-399**: Social Sciences and Education (Floor 6)
- **400-699**: Languages, Science and Engineering (Floor 5)
- **700-899**: Music, Art & Visual Culture and Literature (Floor 4)
- **900-999**: Geography and History (Floor 3)

If you require more information and/or assistance, please speak with a member of Library staff.
**Building Orientation**

As you move around the building, each Floor is clearly marked, and the following directories will be found in the North & South Stairwells. Each Floor also has a specific map and directory next to the lifts.
Shelfmarks & Locating Books

• Each book in our collection has a unique shelfmark, a combination of numbers and letters (e.g. 511.234 BUR).

• Find the shelving unit that contains this shelfmark by looking at the signs displayed on them.

• Search along the spines of the books until you find the matching item.
Look along the shelves as indicated by the arrows to find your book
Floor Layout

- Each Floor's collection begins with the Reference material in the north-east corner.
- Always return to the north side of the floor to start a new row of shelves.
- Each shelving unit clearly displays the range of shelfmarks it contains.
- The following map shows the system in practice
- If you have any difficulties in locating your resources, please ask a member of Library staff for help.
Borrowing Books

• 3-day loan (yellow tape)
• 4-week loan (white tape)
• Long loan (no tape)
Self-Service Machines & PIN Numbers

• The Self-Service Machines are on the Ground, 1st, 4th and 6th Floors.

• Operational with your University ID card and a four-digit PIN

• There is also a sign on each machine with a QR Code to scan to set up your PIN.

• Please speak to a member of Library staff if you need help.
Borrowing Rules, Fines & Regulations

There are limits on the number of books that you can borrow at any one time:

- Undergraduate Students: 20 books
- Taught Postgraduate Students: 20 books
- Research Postgraduate Students: 40 books

More information on this and the rules and regulations can be found on the Library website. You can also manage your account through 'My Library Card' when you sign into Primo.